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A parametric discrete spectral model, MIKE 21 NSW, based on the equations presented by HOLTHUIJSEN, BOOIJ and

HERBERS, 1989 (HBH) is used to compute the growth of wind-waves in the shallow and fetch limited waters off the

coast of Lolland, Denmark. A simple procedure is used to obtain the HBH wind-wave growth coefficients from em

pirical deep water wave growth formula without the need of tuning. Simulations are carried out to assess the influence

of wind-wave growth source functions, bottom friction, wave breaking and assumed spectral shape. Results indicate

that for this limited fetch (about 20 km) in relatively shallow water (depths about 3-4m near measurement locations),

the locally generated significant wave heights are not sensitive to bottom friction and depth induced wave breaking.

Of the 5 wave growth formulas investigated, the best results were obtained using HBH coefficients corresponding to

the SPM(1984) or the KAHMA & CALKOEN(1994) formulas. The results show that the method performs much better
for calculating waves in shallow and fetch limited situations than a direct calculation with the SPM (1984) shallow

water formula.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Locally generated waves, parametric spectral model, fetch limited waves.

INTRODUCTION

In many practical situations, it is necessary to predict the

locally generated wind-waves in shallow and fetch limited

waters. This is the case in closed or semi-enclosed waters

such as lagoons, lakes etc. At the present stage, the knowl

edge of this phenomenon is limited. For many years, the tool

has been the Shore Protection Manual shallow water wave

prediction equations (SPM 1973, 1984, hereafter referred to

as SPM73 and SPM84 respectively) or other wave prediction

equations empirically derived from field data. Within the last

5-10 years, numerical models including wind-wave genera

tion and shallow water processes are gradually being used.

For example, the model HISWA presented by Holthuijsen,

Booij and Herbers (hereafter referred to as HBH) and MIKE

211 Nearshore Spectral Wind-wave model (NSW) which is

based on the same equations as HISWA. However, the ap

plicability of this model for wind-wave generation in shallow

waters has not been widely documented against measured

data. This paper is of significant interest to coastal research

ers because it validates an important tool for wave hindcast

ing.

In the equations presented by HBR, which is implemented

in NSW, the input source function is formulated using em-
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1 MIKE 21 is a 2D modelling software developed at the Danish Hy

draulic Institute.

pirical deep water wave prediction equations with the same

dimensionless form as in SPM84. It is noted that this method

of formulating source functions using empirical deep water

wave prediction formulas is not a theoretically rigorous meth

od of describing wind-wave generation because of the param

eterizations inherent in this approach. One of the simplifi

cations in this approach is the assumption of a single-peaked

spectrum. The implication of this is that mixed sea (locally

generated waves and swell (longer period waves generated

far from the location» conditions can-not be simulated with

the method. This requires the use of more advanced models,

such as the third generation wave model, WAM, (KOMEN et

al., 1994) which describes the physics of wind-wave genera

tion and transformation of the wave spectra using a more

fundamental approach. However, using the WAM model is

prohibitively expensive in coastal situations where the need

to resolve important bathymetric details usually lead to small

grid spacings in many cases and thus relatively large models

(in terms of number of grid points). At the level of detail in

the WAM model, there are still several unsolved problems

associated with modelling waves in shallow water. Thus, a

parameterized spectral approach such as used by HBH is a

compromise between using a fully spectral description and

simple empirical wave prediction equations that are unable

to incorporate the influence of refraction, shoaling, wave

breaking etc. Hence, this method should be thought of as a

pragmatic approach, which is however not valid in mixed seal

swell conditions.
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Figure L Deep water wind wave growth curves according to KAHMA and CALKOEN (1994) (full lines), Nume rical model computations (cross es).

This paper describes th e applicat ion of MIKE 21 NSW mod

el to compute the growth of wind -waves in the sh allow and

fetch limited waters off the coast of Lolland, Denmark. Since

th e wav es in this application are locally gene rated, this

makes it possibl e to focus on the mechanisms affecting local

wind -wave generation in th e model. In th is re spect , th e in

fluence of wind -wave growth source function , bed friction,

wav e breaking and assumed JONSWAP spectral shape are

examined. Th e outline of this pap er is as follows: In section

2, the governing equ ations are pr esented , th e measured data

is presented in section 3, followed by the analys is with the

model in section 4 and finally a summary of the work done

and conclu sion s are presented in section 5.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

MIKE 21 NSW is a stationary, parameteri zed spectral

wind-wave model which describes the pr opagation, growth

and decay of short-period and short-cres te d waves in near

shore areas. Th e model takes into account th e effects of re

fraction and shoa ling due to varying depth, local wind gen

eration, energy dissipation due to bottom frict ion and wave

br eak ing , and th e effect of wave-current inter acti on.

Th e theoreti cal formulation for th e model was given by

Holthuijsen, Booij and Herber s (HBH). Th e govern ing equa

t ions solved are :
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Figure 2. Sha llow wa ter wind wave growt h curves according to Shore Pro tection Manual (1984 ) (full lines), Numerica l model comp utations (crosses).

The shallow wate r comput at ions is ca rr ied out for a water dep th of 5 m, and wind speed U IO = 10 ml s corresponding to U" = 12 mls used in th e SPM84

equat ions .
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DENMARK
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Lolland

Figure 3. Location of Vindeby, Denmark (from BARTHELMIE et al., 1994).
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where mo(x,y,S) and m.rx.y.G) are respectively the zeroth and

first moment of the action spectrum, Cgx and cgy are the x- and

y-components of the group velocity, Co is the propagation

speed representing change of wave action in O-direction, x

and yare Cartesian coordinates, S is the direction of wave

propagation and To(x, y, 8) and TI(x, y, S) are source terms

based on the action spectrum. The propagation speeds cgx, cgy

and Co are obtained using linear wave theory.

The moments mn(S) are defined as:

ffi
n
(6) = l~ wnA(w, 6) dw

where w is the absolute frequency and A is the spectral wave

action density.

The left hand side of Eqs. 1 and 2 take into account the

effect of refraction and shoaling. The source terms To and T1

take into account the effect of local wind generation and en

ergy dissipation due to bottom friction and wave breaking.

HBH showed that the source terms To and Tu can be con

veniently expressed in terms of the source functions for the

wave energy, SE(X' y, S) and the mean frequency of the action

spectrum, Sw(x, y, 8). They obtained:
LM

where wo is the absolute action averaged mean frequency, (To

is the intrinsic action averaged mean frequency (w o = (To +
k.U, where k is the wave number vector and U is the current

vector), Eo(8) is the wave energy defined as JE(w, S) dw. Sw is

obtained from the source function for the energy averaged

mean frequency using S; = we/no So, where no is the energy

638000

Vindeby.
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6090000 - t - - - - - . . . - - - - - " - - ~ - - - - _ _ _ " T " " - - - - ' - _ + _

634000

Figure 4. The configuration of the wind farm and positions of the masts

at Vindeby (from BARTHELMIE et al., 1994). Distances in meters.
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Vindeby data , Dir=270+/- 22.5
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Figure 5. Vind eby data: Correla tion between wave height and wind speed.

Hi; = y/k tanhry, k dly, ) (7)

where k is the wave number based on the en ergy averaged

mean frequenc y, 0
0

, d is water depth , 'Y I and 'Y2 are free

parameters. 'Y I controls th e maximum wave ste epness in

deep water (and thus control s steepness related wave

averaged mean frequency . In their model, HBH used the ra

tio wJOo = 0.92, which corr esponds to th e mean JONSWAP

spectrum (HASSELMANN et al., 1973). Thi s is also use d in this

study.

The source terms due to bottom friction dissipation in HBH

is based on the quadratic friction law to represent bottom

shear stress and assumes a Rayleigh distribution of wave

heights in th e random wave train. The start ing point for the

derivation of the source terms for bottom friction is DINGE

MANS (1983 ) expression for dissipation in unidirectional ran

dom waves with Rayleigh distributed wave heights with one

frequency, w.

where Crwis a friction coefficient, which can be obtained from

th e geometrical bed roughness kN , using the expression by

J ONSSON (1966) for wave friction factors. HBH derived the

bottom frict ion source terms SE(X, y, ll) and Sjx, y, ll) for the

more general condition of directional random waves in the

presence of currents.

Th e source term du e to wav e breaking is ba sed on the

theory of BATTJES and JANSSEN (1979 ). In th is theory, the

distribution of wav e heights is assumed to follow a trun

cated Ray le igh distribution (t runca ted at th e maximum

wave height, Hm with waves exceeding Hmassumed to be

br eaking waves ) while the rate of di ssipation is mod elled

using an an alogy with dissipation in a bore. The value of

Hm is obtained using a MICHE (1944) type br eaking crite

rion:

E, = atb for t < tmE (8a)

E, = at::'E for t ~ tmE (8b)

0 = etd for t < tmll (9a)

n = et ~ ll for t ~ tmll (Bb)

breaking) while 'Y2 controls th e maxi mum wave height in

shallow water (and thus controls depth-induced wav e

breaking). Thus , this wave br eaking dissipation model in

cludes both deep-water br eaking (steepness rel ated ) and

shallow water breaking (depth-induced). Where we have

inv estigated only shallow water wave br eaking, th e maxi

mum wave height is simply taken as : Hm = 'Y2d.

Th e source terms for local wind genera t ion are obtained

from empirical deep water wav e growth equations. The to

tal wav e energy, E , (defined as H ~ o /16 , where Hmo is sig

nificant wave height) a nd the energy averaged mean fre

quency, 0 " are formula te d in terms of duration using di

mensionless quantities (t he duration t , is defined as th e

equiva len t duration requir ed to genera te such a wave , for

a stationary wind blowing along the fetch from t = 0).

These equations can be written as :

where tmis th e equivalent duration at full development and

it " n, and t are dimensionless forms of EJ, OJ and t using

wind speed, U and acceleration due to gravity , g. The coeffi

cients, a , b, c, d, tmE and tmll are fitted to selected empirical

deep water, fetch limited wave growth formulas .

The source terms are evaluated separately for each direc

tion, using th e concept of "equivalent" tot al energy and mean

frequ ency alon g each discrete direction, E*(ll), O*(ll). E*(ll) is

calculated as E*(ll) = Eo(Il)lDwinill ), wher e Dwinill ) is a cos2(1l

llwind) directional spreading function and Eo(ll) is the energy

along th e discrete direction considered, while O*(ll) = 0 o(ll).

The equi valent durations are found from Eqs. 8-9 using E*(ll)

(6)
__l _Crw w

3
H3

87T1/2 g sinh 3(kd) rms

Journal of Coasta l Research, Vol. 14, No.3, 1998
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Figure 6. Illustration of measured wind data for the thirteen events. (a) wind speed, (b) wind direction.

and 0*(8), from which SE,(8) and SH,(8) are determined.

Thereafter, the source functions SE(8) is found as:

SE(8)=SE,(8)*Dw ini8), while SH,(8) is assumed to be indepen

dent of 8. Thus SH(8) = SH,(8). Finally, a relaxation factor is

applied to SH(8) which forces the value of 00(8) towards the

directional equivalent of the universal relationship: 0 1 = e

E~. Additional details about the description of the source

terms can be found in HBH.

There are basically 2 ways of obtaining the coefficients in

Eqs. 8 and 9. One way is to tune the coefficients until it re

produces the fetch limited wave growth for the specified em

pirical wave growth prediction equation under ideal condi

tions. It appears that this is what was done in HBH, and they

obtained the following coefficients for the SPM73 deep water

wave growth equation: a = 1.44X 1 0 ~ 8 ; b = 1.12; c = 43.59;

d = -1/3 and t mE = tmn = 6.6X104
• In obtaining the above

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.3, 1998
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(12)

(1 0 )

(1 1)

wher e x is dim ensionless fet ch. The equivalent duration, t ,

for waves to be limited by a given fetch , x is given by:

i
x

dx
t -

o cg

coefficients, th ey assumed that the sign ificant wave period,

T, is related to the ene rgy averaged mean period , Tm us ing

T, = 1.2 Tm •

An altern ative way to obtain the above coefficients without

the need for additional tuning is to extract th e coefficients

directly from the information on deep water fetch limited

wave growth availab le from the literature. This is usually

written as:

J ourn al of Coastal Resear ch, Vol. 14, No. 3, 1998
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Figure 8. Digiti zed bathymet ry used in MIKE 21 NSW model simula tions . Th e superim posed net is annota ted with th e same coordinate system as in

Figu re 4. Heavy black dot indica tes wave measu remen t locat ion.

Now, assuming th e random wav es travel with a deep water

group velocity corresponding to the energy averaged frequen

cy, n = 13 l1l p (where 13 is a constant depending on th e assumed

sha pe of th e spectrum, 13 =1.2 for mean JONSWAP), th e di

mensionless equiva lent duration can be written as :

(14)

(15)

- 2f3ct
t - - ( l+d )- ---x I

1 + d,
(13)

Now, using the relationship between the energy averaged fre

quency n and th e peak fre quency l1l p ' ie. n = 13 l1l p ' Eq . 15

can be rewritten as:

(16)Using Eq. 13, th e fet ch relations of Eq s, 10 and 11 can be

rewritten as :

Tab le 1. Coefficients used in the source functions for wind growth. For

the SPM73 equations, the following power fun ctions are fitted: E, = 8.9 61

.10 -7 i OBo3, Wp = 9.508 i O.2" 8 with correlation coefficient of approximately

1. The wind speed used is the wind speed at 10 m elevation, V IO except in

the case of SPM 84 where the win d stress factor U; = 0.71 V IO l 2" is used.

Kahma & Calkoen

SPM73 SPM84 (1994)

a 2.70 x 10-8 2.27 X 10- 10 4.75 X 10- 9

b 1.036 1.500 1.233

c 30.37 234.80 67.26

d - 0.2895 - 0.50 - 0.37

' m E 9.09 X 10' 6.79 X 10' 6.00 X 10'

i. ; 17.15 X 10' 6.42 X 10' 10.69 X 10'

_ (1 + d ) d'/l+dl

n = f3c, ---' td,l1 +dl
ze«

Comparing Eq s. 14 and 16 with Eq s. Sa and 9a respect ively,

the coefficients a, b, c, and d can be written as follows:

a
- c+ dJ,/t+d

1

(17a)- a ---
I 2f3c,

b
bt (17b )

1 + d,

c = f3ct (\;C~J ' / l +d, (l7c)

d = _ d_,_ (17d)
1 + d,

The equivalent maximum duration at full development (t mE , tmn)

J ournal of Coas tal Resear ch, Vol. 14, No. 3, 1998
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Figure 9. Comparison of measured significant wave heights (a) and mea n perio ds (b) for different wind-wave growth source functions corresponding to

differ ent wav e growth formu las.

can be obtained using the empirical information about the en

ergy and peak frequency at full development from SPM84. Thus,

Erd = 0.0037 and Wp ,fd = 0.7725. Using Eqs. 8-9 and 17a-17d,

the coefficients a, b, c, d, tmE and tmfl are obtained for various

deep wate r wave growth formulas and summarized in Table 1

for the mean JO NSWAP spectrum (13 = 1.2).

The use of empirical growth curves implies that the model

implicitly include dissipation due to whitecapping (steepness

related wave breaking in deep water ). Hence, for deep water

sim ulations, it shoul d not be necessary to include additiona l

wave dissipation in the model un less the implicitly included

whitecap ping dissipation for the wave growth curve used in

formulating the source function is insufficient. In this case,

additio na l steepness related wave breaking can be used as a

means of calibrating the model by limiting the maximum

steepness (calculated using the energy ave raged mean fre

quency in Eq. 7) in deep water . Figure 1 shows typical results

using coefficients corresponding to the KARMA an d CALKOEN

(1994 ) growth formula for the ideal case offetch limited wave

growth in deep water. The wind spee d, U lO is 10m/s and the

mean wind direction is perpendicular to the coastline. The

Kahma and Calkoen formula is plotted as full lines, while th e

model calculations is plotted as crosses. It can be seen that

the model reasona bly reproduce the underlying wind-wave

growth formu la as would be expected.

In shallow water, the input source functio n is calculated in

the same way as for deep water , however, the shallow water

dissi pation terms (such as bottom frictio n and depth induced

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.3, 1998
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Table 2. Measured data and calculations using different wind-wave growth source functions corresponding to different wave growth formula. Values in the last tux)

columns are obtained from direct calculation with SPM84 shallow water prediction formula. Bottom friction (kN = 2 mm), depth induced breaking with "12 = 0.8.

SPM84-direet
Measured Data SPM73 SPM73 (HBH coeff.) SPM84 JONSWAP KC94 formula

Hmo Till Hmo Till Hmo Tm Hmo Tm Hmo Tm Hmo Tm Hmo Tm
Event Meter Sees Meter Sees Meter Sees Meter Sees Meter Sees Meter Sees Meter Sees

1 0.51 2.50 0.46 2.81 0.50 2.81 0.50 2.63 0.43 2.49 0.54 2.57 0.68 2.63
2 0.53 2.40 0.48 2.87 0.52 2.86 0.52 2.67 0.44 2.51 0.56 2.61 0.69 2.62
3 0.58 2.59 0.53 3.00 0.57 2.97 0.58 2.75 0.47 2.56 0.61 2.70 0.76 2.72
4 0.18 1.78 0.17 1.73 0.19 1.84 0.17 1.87 0.18 1.90 0.21 1.76 0.19 1.53
5 0.33 2.12 0.34 2.41 0.37 2.47 0.36 2.37 0.33 2.29 0.40 2.29 0.45 2.21

6 0.43 2.28 0.39 2.58 0.42 2.62 0.41 2.48 0.37 2.38 0.45 2.41 0.52 2.36

7 0.46 2.32 0.45 2.78 0.48 2.78 0.49 2.61 0.42 2.47 0.52 2.55 0.63 2.53

8 0.26 1.90 0.25 2.08 0.27 2.17 0.26 2.13 0.25 2.11 0.30 2.03 0.31 1.92

9 0.63 2.48 0.77 3.54 0.83 3.41 0.86 3.11 0.61 2.72 0.87 3.08 1.31 3.46

10 0.51 2.43 0.57 3.09 0.61 3.04 0.62 2.81 0.50 2.59 0.65 2.76 0.89 2.94

11 0.45 2.34 0.46 2.80 0.49 2.80 0.49 2.62 0.42 2.48 0.53 2.56 0.69 2.65

12 0.57 2.51 0.54 3.02 0.58 2.99 0.59 2.77 0.48 2.57 0.62 2.72 0.81 2.80

13 0.49 2.55 0.63 3.24 0.68 3.17 0.70 2.91 0.54 2.64 0.72 2.87 1.00 3.02

Root Mean Square Error = 0.06 0.51 0.08 0.48 0.09 0.30 0.06 0.14 0.11 0.25 0.30 0.37

Mean Error = 0.01 0.44 0.05 0.44 0.05 0.27 -0.04 0.12 0.08 0.21 0.23 0.24

Maximum Error = 0.15 1.07 0.21 0.93 0.23 0.63 0.10 0.24 0.24 0.60 0.69 0.98

wave breaking) may now be important. Furthermore, the

propagation speeds cgx, cgy and c, are different in shallow wa

ter. Thus, wave growth in shallow water is governed by the

balance between the input source function and the dissipa

tion terms, and the changes in propagation speeds. For the

ideal case of fetch limited wave growth in shallow water

(depth = fim), Figure 2 shows typical results using coeffi

cients corresponding to the KARMA and CALKOEN (1994)

growth formula (indicated in the figure as KC94) compared

to calculations using SPM84 shallow water wave growth for

mula. The wind speed, U lO is 10mls and the mean wind di

rection is perpendicular to the coastline. In the numerical

model, the geometric bed roughness is taken as 2mm (typical

value), while the shallow water wave breaking parameter ~ 2

is taken as 0.8 (typical value). For the SPM84 formula cal

culations, the wind speed is coverted to the wind stress factor,

U a which is used in the formula. However, results using the

SPM84 shallow water wave growth formula is made dimen

sionless using the 10m wind speed, U 10 (to be consistent with

the numerical model results) and plotted as full lines in Fig

ure 2. Although there is no reason to expect that the model

calculations should agree with SPM84 shallow water formu

la, it is quite interesting that this is the case. This shows that

this method recovers the results for the commonly used

SPM84 shallow water equations under ideal conditions.

MEASURED DATA

Extensive wind and wave data were measured during 1994

at the Vindeby wind farm. The Vindeby wind farm is located

between Langeland and Lolland, Denmark, with water depths

varying from 2.1 m to 5.1 m, between the longitudes 11.09 to

11.16°E, and latitudes 54.96 to 54.98°N (BARTHELMIE et al.,

1994). Figures 3 and 4 (from BARTHELMIE et al. 1994) show

the location of the wind farm. The measurements were col

lected and prepared by the department of meteorology and

wind energy of Rise national laboratory, and made available

for this study. Details about the instrumentation during the

measurements can be found in BARTHELMIE et al. 1994.

The wind and wave data measured during April-May 1994

and Sep-Nov 1994 included the wind speed measured at 7 m

above the mean sea level, U7' the wind direction measured

20 m above the mean sea level, Dir20, the significant wave

height derived from the wave spectrum, Hmo, and the energy

based mean wave period, Tm. The wind measurements were

made from mast SMW (see Figure 4) located at 54.97°E,

11.13°N, while the wave measurements were sampled with

an acoustic wave recorder about 20m from SMW.

The measured data were further analyzed to identify

events that are suitable for modelling with MIKE 21 NSW,

the results from which can then be compared with measured

data. Since this model is a stationary model including wind

wave growth for fetch limited situations, the criteria used in

identifying suitable events are:

(1) The waves must be generated by the local wind, i.e. neg

ligible wave energy contribution from areas outside the

study area. This is defined as a situation where the waves

and the wind have a strong correlation with each other.

The wave spectra is inspected to ensure that it is a single

peaked spectrum.

(2) Winds must be stationary. This is defined as a situation

in which the wind speed and direction are relatively con

stant (within 10%) over a period of 3-4 hours. This period

was chosen since preliminary computations using the

Shore Protection Manual (1984) indicate that for winds of

5-10 mls blowing from the west, for example, it takes

about 3-4 hours for the wave climate to be fetch limited.

It takes a shorter time for higher wind speeds.

The wind and wave data during the September/November

campaign were divided into eight classes based on the wind

direction. These are: 0 ± 22.5°, 45 ± 22.5°, etc. A plot of the

significant wave height, Hmo versus the wind speed, U7'
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Influence of bottom friction
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Figure 10. Influen ce of bottom friction on calcu lated wav e clima te . (a) Influen ce on sign ificant wave heights (b) Influen ce on mean wave periods.

showed a strong correlation for each class, see for example

Figure 5. Thi s result indicates that the wav es at the site are

locally gen erated by the wind , ie. negligibl e influence of swe ll

waves. Because of the difference in fetch lengths, the slope of

the best fit line is different for each class. It is observed that

for the longer fetches, the waves are higher for a given wind

speed. For the purpose of these computations, we restrict our

selves to westerly winds (2700 N ± 22.5°).

Using the second criterion, thirteen events were extracted

from the data for westerly winds. For each event, the average

measurement (arithmet ic average of the measurements dur

ing the period) for the selected event was taken as represen

tative of the measurement for that event. Figures 6a&b re

spectively show a plot of the wind speed and direction for all

thirteen events. The central value for each event correspond

to the mean value during the event, while the lower and up

per va lues correspond to a spread of one standard deviation

from the mean. Similar plots are shown in Figures 7a&b for

th e measured significant wav e height and mean wave period.

The se plots indicate that th e wind and wave conditions were

reasonably cons tant for the selected events, with the possible

exception of event No. 12. Thus, the data set is quite su itable

for simulating wit h MIKE 21 NSW.

MODEL CALCULATIONS

A MIKE 21 NSW model of the study area was set up to do

th e wave growth calculations. The bathymetry of the study
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Figure 11. Influ en ce of wave breaking on calculate d wav e climate. (top) Influence on sign ificant wav e heights (bott om) Influ ence on mean wave periods.

(18)

area is digitized from the Admiralty Chart No. 2597 (1991

edition). The digitized bathymetry is shown in Figure 8. Th e

grid spacings are: ~x = 50 m, ~y = 200 rn, wit h the x-direc

tion corresponding to the main wave propagation direction.

The directional distribution of th e wave energy within ±60°

of the x-direction was reso lved wit h 13 discrete directions,

using a grid spacing ~e = 10°.

For these simulations, the wind spee d at 10m elevation,

U IO is calcu lated using the 1/7 power law sugge sted in SPM84

for correcting wind speeds at elevations less than 20 m. Th e

wind direction at 20 m is assumed to be valid at 10m. Fur

thermore, atmospheric stability correction was not app lied

for these sim ulations, since all the events were in the near

neutral atmospheric stability range.

First, we investigate the effect of land-water roughness

change on the wind speeds , since it can be argued that one

should use the 'average' wind speed over the fetch, rather than

wind speed measured at one location. For this purpose, we use

the method of TAYLOR and LEE (1984) (cited by VERHAGEN and

YOUNG, 1994). Consider a change of surface roughness from

land to water. According to Taylor and Lee, this change creates

an internal boundary layer. The thickness of this internal

boundary layer varies with fetch and is given by:

( )

0 .8

s, = 0.75zo ~

where zo is the aerodynamic roughness of the water surface and

x is the distance from the land boundary (fetch). Outside the
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Influence of assumed spectral shape
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Figure 12. Influence of J ONSWAP peak edn ess param eter (assumed spect ra l sha pe ) on calcula ted wave climat e. (a) Influ en ce on signifi cant wave heights

(b) Influ enc e on mean wave per iods.

internal boundary layer , the overwater wind speed is given by

the usual logarithmic profile, while a modified expression is

used inside the boundary layer. The expressions are given be

low:

Z ~ 8,

In (.:.) In (_8,)
z, Zland

Uwater(z) = ------- U1and(Z)

(8) (z)In ~ In - -
z, Zland

Z < 8,

(19)

(20)

where u. is the wind friction speed, K is the von Karman con

stant taken as 0.4, Z is the elevation from sea level, z, is the

sea rou ghness and ziand, Ulandare respectively the aerodynam 

ic roughness and wind speed over land. In the applicati on of

Eqs. 18 and 20, z, and Ziand were assumed to be 0.00035 m

and 0.15 m respectively. Not e th at Ziand = 0.15 m is a typic al

value for the aerodynamic rou ghness over land areas (LAR

SEN, S.E., 1993), z, is commonly calculated using the Char

nock relationship, viz: zo=lYu.2/g where lY is typically 0.0185

and u, is the wind friction velocity which is dependent on the

wind speed. For a mean wind speed of 10 mis, and using u.

= U1(/30, z, is est imated as 0.35mm.

Using Eq s. 18 and 20 , we cal culated the ratio R = Uwale!
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Figure 13. Illu st ra tion of typical 20 variation of sign ificant wave heigh ts and direction ca lculated with the model us ing KAHMA an d CALKOEN (1994)

coefficients for Event 1. Heavy black dot indicates wave measurement location .

V ian d at 1 km incre me nts up to 25 km . The va lues of R are

now averaged and compared with the va lue at 20 km fetc h

(approxima te fetc h for the westerly winds) to obtain a cor

recti on facto r for the wind spee d to be used in the model.

Th e correctio n facto r was found to be about 0.97, which is

very close to 1.0 . Thus, the measured wind spee d (mea

sured at approxi mately 20km fetc h) was taken to be an

adequate rep resen t ation of the "average" wind speed over

the fetc h.

Several simula tions were carried out in order to investigate

the following: a) Influ ence of deepwater wave growth curve,

b) Influence of wave breaking, c) Influ ence of bottom frictio n

d) Influence of ass umed spectra l shape.

Influence of Wave Growth Formula Used in Source

Function

In order to assess the influence of different deep water

wave growth formulas used in the source function for wind

wave growth, we simulate d the thirteen events usi ng coeffi

cients corres ponding to different formulas summarized in Ta

ble 1. In addition, we also use th e coefficients given by HBH

which is tuned to the SPM73 growth formu la . In all, we in

vestigated th e use of the following formulas: 1) SPM73 (Ta ble

1); 2) SPM73 (coefficients fitted by HBH); 3) SPM84; 4) JON

SWAP (same coefficients as SP M84); 5) KARMA and CAL

KOEN (1994). The wind speed at 10m elevation Via, is used

in all the above cases, except in th e case of SPM84 coeffi-

cients whe re the wind stress factor is used. For these simu

lations, the influence of bottom frictio n was included with a

typical geometric bed roughness, kN of 2mm. Th e influence of

bottom frict ion on wave perio d was also included. In add iti on,

the influence of depth induced wave breaking on wave ene rgy

was includ ed with "12 set to 0.8.

For comparison wit h numerical model results, calculations

usi ng the SPM84 sha llow water wave prediction formula is

also used . In applying this formula , the wind speed for each

event is converted to the wind stress factor U, used in the

formula . Fu rtherm ore, th e upwind fet ch corresponding to the

wind direction and the average water depth along the fetch

are used.

The resul ts are shown in Figure 9a (sign ificant wave

heights, H mO) and Figure 9b (energy averaged mean wave pe

riod, Tm ) and in Table 2. Calculations using th e SPM84 shal

low water formula directly consiste ntly overpredict the wave

heights. This is proba bly due to the following factors : (a) the

formula is unable to account for th e variability in the wate r

depths . This variab ility in water depth s lead s to wave re

fra ction, which refracts some wave energy away from the

measurement site. (b) the formula is un able to ta ke into con

sideration the directional spreading in th e wind and th e con

sequent changes in fet ch along different discrete directions.

With the numeri cal model, the J ONSWAP coefficients

gives the best res ult in terms oflow root mean squa re errors,

however , it has th e undesirable tendency to underp redict the
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wave heights. The SPM73 coefficients also give a good pre

diction for the wave height, but it gives poor results (com

pared to the other s) for wave peri od. The SPM84 and KARMA

and CALKOEN (1994) coefficien ts gives gen erally good results

for wave heights and per iods. It is difficult to choose bet ween

the two, SPM84 gives slightly better resu lt s for wave heigh ts ,

while Kahma and Calkoen is slightly better for the wave pe

riods. Thus, the overall best results for Hmo and Tmwere ob

tained using th e SPM(1984) or the KARMA and CALKOEN

(1994 ) coefficients in the source function.

Influence of Bottom Friction

In order to assess the influe nce of bottom friction on the

wave field, the model setup was used with the SPM84 coef

ficients. Three differ ent values of geometric bed roughness

viz: kN = 0 mm, 2 mm and 4 mm were investigated. Th e

results of th ese simulations are shown in Figure 10. Figure

10 shows that the calculated wave heights are not sign ifi

cantly sensitive to bot tom fric tion. At first glance , this may

look surpr ising, since the measurement site is re latively shal

low (depths about 3 to 4 m ), However , when one consi ders

that waves at the site are fet ch-limited, (fetch for wes te rly

winds - 20 km), hence for t he typical wind speeds encoun

te red during th e field campaign (D 10 - 10 m/s) , the waves

are actua lly closer to deep water waves th an to shallow water

waves (kpd - 2.5 ). Thus, the waves don't quite feel th e bottom

as for shallow water waves. Furth erm ore, the dep th along the

fet ch is relatively deeper , about 12 m on average. Since bot

tom frict ion is usu ally important only afte r wave propagation

over a large distance wher e the waves feel the bottom, it is

not surprising that this effect is un importan t in this case.

Th is explains the rela t ive insen sit ivity of th e pr edicted wave

heights to bottom friction. However , th er e is a sma ll influence

on the energy averaged mean wave period up to kN of 2 mm ,

above whi ch the influence is no longer noticeable.

Influence of Wave Breaking

To assess the influ ence of wave breaking, three sets of sim

ulat ions were carried out. This correspond to th e situa tion

with no wave breakin g, with only shallow water wave break

ing and with combined shallow and deep water wave br eak 

ing. In all the simula tions , th e SPM84 coefficien ts were used.

The param eters govern ing wave breaking were set as : "/1= 1.0

(maximum stee pness parameter) and "/2=0 .8 (maximum HId

param eter ; H is wave heigh t and d is water depth ). This cor

responds to the va lues sugges te d in HBH.

Th e res ults are shown in Figures 11a and 11b. It is seen

from Figure 11 that the wave height and period is not af

fected by shallow wate r breaking. In fact , apa rt from events

9 and 13 with relat ively high wind speeds (D 10 > 12m/s), th e

results are already very good without the inclusion of wave

breaking. Thi s is not quite as surprising as it would look at

firs t glance , if one recogn ises that the ratio of th e signi ficant

wave height to wate r depth (HmJd) at the site is less than
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0.2. For events 9 and 13, additional deep water breaking (ad

ditional to what is implicitly included in the SPM84 wave

growth formula) is required to bring the wave height and

period closer to the measurement. The root mean square er

ror (RMSE)2 for Hmo and Tmis calculated as (10 cm, 0.30 s),

(9 em, 0.30s) and (4 em, 0.17s) for the cases with no breaking,

depth induced breaking and combined shallow & deep water

breaking respectively.

Influence of Assumed Spectral Shape

Recall that in Eqs 17a-d, we need to specify the ratio (B)

between the peak period, 'I', and the energy averaged mean

period, Tm' This ratio is a function of the assumed shape of

the wave spectrum. For the purpose of this study, we assume

a generic JONSWAP shape with standard coefficients, except

for the peakedness parameter ()'J) which is allowed to vary.

Thus, for the same energy and peak period, the broadness or

peakedness of the spectrum will be governed by )'J' Thus, ~

is also governed by v,

From the results presented in Figures 9-11, the mean

wave period is generally over-predicted. This is probably re

lated to the use of ~ = 1.2 corresponding to mean JONSWAP

()'J = 3.3) in the model. Analysis of the measured spectra for

the thirteen events indicated a peakedness parameter lower

than 3.3, varying between 0.5 and 2.5, with a mean )'J of

about 1.5. Intuitively, this implies that the mean frequency

will be higher for this less peaked spectrum than for a mean

JONSWAP. Thus, the mean period will be lower than for a

mean JONSWAP, which seems to explain the over-prediction

of the wave period in the model. To test this reasoning, sim

ulations were carried out using )'J = 3.3, 1.5 and 1.0, corre

sponding to ~ = 1.20, 1.26 and 1.28 respectively). For these

simulations, the same model setup as in section 4.1 was used,

with the SPM84 coefficients. The results are shown in Fig.

12. As expected, the energy averaged mean wave period was

reduced closer to the measured values with reducing )'J.'

while the calculated significant wave heights are not sensi

tive to the value of )'J.

It is noted that if deep water wave breaking is included in

the simulation, there will be a general reduction in the wave

heights. This is due to the increased importance of the steep

ness breaking criterion when the energy averaged mean pe

riod reduces, which leads to a reduction of the maximum

wave height Hm. This is not the case here, because the sim

ulations were carried out including only depth-induced break

ing (shallow water breaking).

A typical illustration of the spatial variation in the signif

icant wave height and energy averaged mean period is shown

in Figures 13 and 14 respectively for Event 1 (U lO = 9.1 mis,

Direction = 271°N). In these plots, the growth of the waves

with increasing fetch can be observed. It is also observed that

the mean wave direction in the central part of the model is

slightly turned with respect to the wind direction, and tends

2 The root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated thus:

1 I:~

RMSE = - ~ (H . - H )213 ~ mO,l mtl.obsc-rvod

towards the direction of maximum fetch. This tendency for

waves in restricted fetches to tend towards the direction of

maximum fetch has been observed in nature, see for example

DONELAN (1980).

Closer to the shoreline of Lolland (the eastern land mass

in the model), the waves turn towards the shoreline. This

phenomenon is partly caused by refraction, but more impor

tantly (for this case with relatively short waves), the turning

is caused by the sheltering effect of Lolland. This sheltering

leads to a reduction in the contribution to total wave energy

for some discrete directions (directions ~ 2700N) in the cos"

directional spreading function used for the wind-generated

waves. Thus, the mean wind direction shifts towards higher

directions. This phenomenon is different from refraction,

which is caused by changes in the propagation speeds.

CONCLUSIONS

(1) The simulations of Vindeby data show that the ap

proach introduced by HBH for computing locally generated

wind waves performs quite well for this shallow and fetch

limited situation. The model gave better results than a direct

application of the SPM84 shallow water prediction formula.

(2) Of the 5 wave growth formulas investigated for the

source function, the overall best results for Hmo and Tmwere

obtained using the SPM (1984) or the KARMA and CALKOEN

(1994) coefficients. The JONSWAP coefficients gives a better

root mean square error than SPM (1984) or KARMA and CAL

KOEN (1994), however, it has the undesirable tendency to un

der-predict the wave heights at this site. The SPM (1973)

coefficients also give a reasonable prediction for the wave

height, but results for wave period is not as good (compared

to the other formulas).

(3) The Vindeby simulations show that in areas with rel

atively short fetches (Fetch of about 20 km) and apparently

shallow water, (depths of about 3 to 4 m at the measurement

site), the waves generated by the local wind behave essen

tially like deep water waves, since they are relatively short

period waves which do not feel the bottom. The influence of

shallow water wave breaking and bottom friction was found

to be insensitive to the calculated significant wave heights.

For the simulations with strong winds, additional deep water

wave breaking is required in order to bring the calculations

closer to measured data.

(4) Furthermore, the accuracy of the predicted mean wave

period was found to depend on the assumed spectral shape

in the model formulation. Using a JONSWAP spectrum with

a peakedness parameter of 1-1.5 (comparable to the peak

edness parameter obtained from the measurements) gave

slightly better results than using the mean JONSWAP value

of 3.3. However, this requires that steepness related breaking

should not be included in the analysis.
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